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JURISDICTION 
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to UTAH 
CODE ANN. § 78A-4-103(2)(j). 
ISSUES PRESENTED AND STANDARD OF REVIEW 
1 The only issue that the Appellants, Spectrum Development Corporation and 
Palmo Rancho LLC (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Spectrum") challenge in their 
statement of the issues is whether the District Court correctly found that the Affidavit of 
Ron Nielsen was competent, sufficient, and admissible pursuant to Rule 56 of the Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure, which requires that "affidavits shall be made on personal 
knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall show 
affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein," for the 
purpose of establishing the claims for breach of contract and mechanics' lien asserted by 
Appellee, A Good Brick Mason, Inc. (hereinafter "AGBM"), to the extent that the 
District Court's grant of summary judgment on these claims was correct. Spectrum does 
not challenge any other action by the District Court. 
"When reviewing a grant of summary judgment, [an appellate court] considers] 
the facts alleged and all reasonable inferences fairly arising therefrom in a light most 
favorable to the nonmoving party." Ledfors v. Emery County School Dist., 849 P.2d 
1162, 1162 (Utah 1993). "[T]he trial court's interpretation of the law [is reviewed] for 
correctness." Id. at 1163. 
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CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS AND STATUTES 
There are no constitutional provisions or statutes directly applicable to the legal 
issues present in this matter. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This case involves a breach of an oral agreement by the Defedants/Appellants, 
Spectrum Development Corporation and Palmo Rancho, LIlC (hereinafter referred to 
collectively as "Spectrum") when they failed to promptly make payment to the Plaintiff, 
A Good Brick Mason, Inc., (hereinafter "AGBM") for worked requested of and 
performed by AGBM. Spectrum hired AGBM to perfomi masonry and stone work on a 
home located at 3448 West Snow Top Court, Park Citly, Utah (hereinafter, the 
"Property") and more fully described as: 
All of Lot 134, Snowtop Subdivision at Deer Crest, according to the official 
lot of Wasatch County, Utah. Parcel No. 00-0016-6723. 
AGBM performed work in the amount of $26,538.50 0n the property pursuant to 
the parties' agreement and invoiced Spectrum for its work consistent with its normal 
billing practices and pricing scheme, with the exception that the parties' agreed that 
AGBM could charge extra for the travel to Park City. (Retord 71-105). At all times 
pursuant to the negotiations and entrance into the agreement, AGBM communicated with 
Carl Hermansen, the project manager on the property. (Record 167-170, 71-105, 171-
182). Burningham, the owner of Spectrum, had no input, review, or even knowledge of 
the specifics of the agreement entered into by AGBM and Spectrum. (Record 167-170, 
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71-105, 171-182). Spectrum, however, refused to compensate AGBM for the work 
performed by AGBM. (Record 130-139). 
On May 25, 2007, AGBM filed its Complaint as a means to recover payment for 
the work it performed on the Property. (Record 1-14). After the depositions of Paul 
Burningham, the owner of Spectrum, and Carl Hermansen, the project manager who 
hired AGBM to perform stone and masonry work on the Property for Spectrum, were 
taken on June 30, 2008, AGBM filed its Motion and Memorandum for Summary 
Judgment on September 9, 2008. (Record 84-105). AGBM filed the Affidavit of Ron 
Nielsen concurrently with the Motion and Memorandum. (Record 74-83). Spectrum filed 
its Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment; Request for Oral 
Arguments; and Affidavit of Paul Burningham on October 21, 2008. (Record 140-148). 
AGBM filed its Motion to Strike Affidavit of Paul Burningham and supporting 
memorandum on November 3, 2008. (Record 151-170).AGBM also filed its Plaintiffs 
Reply to Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment on November 3, 
2008. (Record 171-182). AGBM filed its Request to Submit for Decision on December 5, 
2008. (Record 188-189). Because District Court Judge Derek Pullan knew one of the 
witnesses in the case, he recused on December 29, 2008 and District Court Judge Samuel 
McVey was assigned to the matter. (Record 190-192). On January 9, 2009, oral 
arguments were set on the outstanding motions for March 9, 2009 at 8:30 a.m. (Record 
194). On February 20, 2009, more than four and a half months after they filed their 
Opposition Memorandum, more than three and a half months after AGBM filed its Reply 
to the Opposition Memorandum, more than two and a half months after the Request to 
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Submit for Decision was filed, almost a month and a half after oral arguments were 
scheduled, and barely two weeks before oral arguments were t^> be held, Spectrum served 
on the Plaintiff their Memorandum and Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen. 
(Spectrum's Appeal Brief, Pages 16-19). Pursuant to Rules 6 and 7 of the Utah Rules of 
Civil Proecdure, AGBM had ten days, excluding weekends, to file a responsive brief to 
the Motion to Strike and a rehabilitative affidavit, plus three days for mailing. Utah R. 
Civ. P. 6 and 7. On March 4, 2009, within its time constraints), AGBM faxed and mailed 
a copy of its Reply to Defendant's [s] Spectrum Development Corporation's Motion to 
Strike Affidavit of Ron Nielsen and an Amended Affidavit of ^on Nielsen to Spectrum's 
counsel, John T. Walsh. (Record 193-209). A copy of each document was sent FedEx 
overnight mail to be filed with the Wasatch County court. Id. Spectrum had at least two 
full working days and a weekend to review the Reply and the Amended Affidavit before 
oral arguments. Id. Spectrum did not request that the oral arguments be rescheduled. On 
March 9, 2009, the Court heard oral arguments on all outstanding motions. (Record 208). 
After hearing oral arguments, the Court granted AGBM's summary judgment motion on 
AGBM's breach of contract and mechanics' lien claims and awarded attorney fees to 
AGBM. (Record 208, 229-236). 
In making its decision, the Court found that the work performed and the amounts 
invoiced were appropriately authenticated by the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen. (Transcript, P. 
22). The Court recognized that to "prove the value of the work improvement, we 
normally don't go out and hire an appraiser and look at the property in its pre-work and 
post-work state. It's sufficient foundation for damages or for Value to prove up the value 
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of the work done. And in this case, that has been proved up to for the amounts specified 
in the invoice with exception of 63 square feet at $9.50 a foot, which is the amount 
specified on the affidavit, which would be - which would total $598.50. So there's a 
dispute over the amount of $598.50." (Transcript, P. 22-23). In making this decision, the 
Court specifically took into account the difference in the measurements of feet by 
Bumingham and by AGBM. The Court granted summary judgment for all but the 
$598.50 or 63 square feet. (Transcript M, P. 23). 
The District Court specifically addressed Bumingham's affidavit and analyzed it 
in the instance that it was not contradicted by his deposition. The District Court stated 
that even if Bumingham contests the arches and columns as extra work, it was work that 
was performed, Bumingham does not contest that it was performed, and work that 
AGBM is entitled to compensation for performing. (Transcript, P. 23). 
The District Court, however, found that Bumingham's affidavit was "substantially 
contradicted]" by his deposition testimony. (Transcript, P. 23). The Court also found that 
his affidavit was impeached because "he's also acknowledge[ed] that he wasn't really the 
one that was supervising this or had personal knowledge on it, which would also impeach 
his affidavit." (Transcript, P.23). The Court further found that Bumingham had not 
provided a good reason for contradicting his deposition testimony. (Transcript, P. 23-24). 
Ultimately, the Court found, that "the only issue of disputed material fact that's been 
raised has been as to the amount, and that's been based on square footage which Mr. 
Bumingham going out and measuring the project really wasn't a . . . a subject. . . in the 
affidavit" but was contained in the deposition." (Transcript, P. 24). Finally, because the 
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Court's decision was focused on the deposition testimony, which contradicted any of the 
affidavits, the Court did not strike any of the affidavits submitted by the parties. 
(Transcript, P. 24-25). 
In his June 30, 2008 deposition, Paul Bumingham (hereinafter "Bumingham"), the 
owner of Spectrum, states clearly that he was not involved in hiring or supervising 
AGBM. (Record P. 178-181, 152-159). Bumingham stated in his deposition that he had 
no knowledge of the agreement that was entered into between his company and AGBM. 
Id. Bumingham stated in his deposition that he gave Carl Heriliansen ("Hermansen"), the 
project manager on the job, full authority to negotiation and to hire AGBM. (Record 180-
81) (("Q. Okay. And the only parties to the negotiations - Carl was responsible for all the 
negotiations with A Good Brick Mason? A. That's correct. Q. But he had your full 
authority to do that? A. That's correct." "Q. Okay, And who hired A Good Brick Mason? 
A. Carl.")("Okay. And you don't know if the discussions wiljh Carl - between A Good 
Brick Mason and Carl, if he would have discussed whether or not that would be 
separately charged? A. I - yes. I don't have any knowledge of Carl's conversations with 
them."))(Record 178-181, 152-159). Hermansen hired AGBM. Id. Bumingham never 
saw or approved any estimate provided by AGBM. Id. Bumingham did not communicate 
with AGBM. Id. Bumingham was not involved in the hirihg of AGBM and had no 
knowledge of the agreement Hermansen entered into (with Bufriingham's authority) with 
AGBM. Id. Bumingham stated in his deposition that he had no knowledge of what 
Hermansen approved or agreed regarding the work and payment of AGBM, "That's 
correct. I wasn't involved with it, so I don't know if Carl approved additional pricing for 
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any of these invoices or amounts that A Good Brick Mason invoiced us for." Id. 
Spectrum traditionally used the same mason, Stucco Solutions, for six years and stated 
that the amount Spectrum normally paid was a good number and "tightened] up" 
because of the relationship and work provided. (Record at 180). 
Additionally, Bumingham specifically admitted that the footage measurements 
submitted by A Good Brick Mason in their invoices was very close an that he "would use 
their number as an accurate number" and "was a lot closer than a lot of times we [, 
Spectrum,] would measure." (Record at 179). AGBM measured 1,807 square feet while 
Bumingham measured 1,744 square feet. Id. The amount was off by only 63 square feet, 
an amount that Bumingham stated was a "reasonable number" to be off of and that he 
"would use their number as an accurate number" and "was a lot closer than a lot of times 
[Spectrum] measure[s]." Id. 
In his June October 20, 2008 Affidavit, Bumingham states that "Plaintiff billed for 
the wrong footage on the project for hundreds of square feet beyond the amount agreed 
upon." (Record, P. 141-42)(emphasis added). Bumingham stated that AGBM "billed 
extra for lathe which was supposed to be part of the original bid." Id. Bumingham 
alleges that AGBM "billed extra for columns and arches which were part of the original 
bid." Id. Bumingham stated that "[a]ffiant is familiar with the values of services for this 
kind of service and submits that the Plaintiff has over billed for the same many thousands 
of dollars." Id. Bumingham's affidavit does not set forth his relationship to Spectrum or 
his involvement with the corporation. Id. 
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The Plaintiff submitted its Affidavit of Ron Nielsen concurrently with the filing of 
its summary judgment motion. (Record 139-137). This first Affidavit of Ron Nielsen 
sets forth clearly his relationship and involvement with AGBM. Id. It clearly identifies 
Ron Nielsen ("Nielsen") as the owner of AGBM and AGBM's status as a plaintiff in this 
matter. Id. The Affidavit sets forth the invoice for the work performed by AGBM on the 
Property, asserts the time frame that the work was perfontied, and the value of the 
amount of the work performed by AGBM. Id. In its ninth paragraph, Nielsen, who as the 
owner of AGBM is familiar with the charging practices of AGBM, sets forth that "[a]t all 
times relevant to its performance of the masonry and stone wo^k on the Property, AGBM 
has charged its normal rates for the work required by Spectrum and Palmo and performed 
by AGBM, with the exception that it charged an additional amount for the travel by 
AGBM to Park City." Id. The affidavit identifies that it billed Spectrum consistently with 
how it bills its work on other properties. Attached to the Roi^  Nielsen's Affidavit is the 
final invoice it submitted to Spectrum for the work AGBM performed. (Record 79). The 
invoice ("Invoice") is signed by Carl Hermansen. Id. The Invoice is an independent 
business record created by AGBM. Id. Attached to the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen is the 
mechanics' lien ("Mechanics' Lien") filed by AGBM. (Record 77). The Mechanics' Lien 
sets forth that work was performed on the Property in the amount of $26,538.50. Id. The 
Mechanics' Lien is signed by Kelly Cassell, the recording agent for AGBM. Id. The 
Mechanics' Lien independently verifies the work performed and the amount claimed by 
AGBM for the work that was performed. Id. Its filing also demonstrates that AGBM had 
not been paid or compensated by Spectrum. Id. 
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In response to Spectrum's late filing of its Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Ron 
Nielsen, which motion was filed more than two and a half months after the Request to 
Submit for Decision was filed on the summary judgment motion by the Plaintiff and 
barely two weeks before oral arguments on the motion, the Plaintiff timely and rightfully 
filed its Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen. (Record 196-207). Spectrum's Motion to 
Strike asserted that Nielsen had not provided sufficient foundation to support his claim of 
knowledge of the value of the amount charged and the invoice. In his Amended 
Affidavit, Ron Nielsen provided that foundation and clarified and emphasized his close 
involvement in the affairs of AGBM. Id. He stated his intimate involvement with the 
every day business of AGBM including, "managing] and oversee[ing] all of the 
operations of AGBM" and his "responsibility] for the pricing of the work performed by 
AGBM." Id. He also sets forth that AGBM and Ron have "been in the masonry work 
business for more than 15 years" and that AGBM "has performed masonry work in 
approximately one hundred high-end homes similar to the property at issue in this case." 
Id. Nielsen's affidavit again emphasized that "AGBM charged its normal rates for the 
work required by Spectrum and Palmo and performed by AGBM, with the exception that 
it charged an additional amount for the travel by AGBM to Park City as agreed to by the 
parties." Id. Additionally, Nielsen stated that AGBM charged "the amount of $26,538.50 
consistent with AGBM's normal pricing scheme" for the amount of work that it 
performed on the Property. Id. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
This case presents a simple application of general summary judgment application 
and a determination as to whether the Affidavit of Ron Nielser^ is sufficient to support the 
amount of work claimed in AGBM's invoice and whether Specftrum created any material 
issues of fact sufficient to defeat AGBM's summary judgment claims on its breach of 
contract and mechanics' lien claims. Based on the Affidavit of JRon Nielsen, the owner of 
AGBM, and the deposition testimony of Paul Burningham, the owner of Spectrum, which 
testimony contradicted and impeached his own Affidavit of Paul Burningham submitted 
in an attempt to create material facts and to defeat summary judgment, the Court 
determined that there were no material issues of fact that AGBM did the work as 
invoiced in its invoice and was entitled to compensation for thd value claimed in the 
invoice for the work performed, with the exception of 63 squar^ feet. 
The question of whether Ron Nielsen's Affidavit contains sufficient 
foundation to support the Court's reliance on the affidavit in awarding the amounts 
asserted in the invoice, minus the value for the 63 square fe^t, is satisfied, first, by the 
Affidavit which sets forth that Nielsen was the owner of AGJBM and as the owner had 
personal knowledge that AGBM performed the work represented in the January Invoice 
and that AGBM "at all times . . . charged its normal rates | for the work required by 
Spectrum and Palmo and performed by AGBM, with the exception that it charged an 
additional amount for the travel by AGBM to Park City" as agreed to by the parties. 
Additionally, even if the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen lacks sufficient foundation, it is 
sufficiently rehabilitated by the Amended Affidavit of Ron |Nielsen, which sets forth 
-10-
Nielsen's role within AGBM, his knowledge and personal oversight of the billing process 
and projects conducted by AGBM, and his extensive experience and knowledge in the 
high-end home building arena. 
Additionally, there are no genuine issues of material fact that are required for the 
denial of a summary judgment motion. Although Spectrum provides the Affidavit of Paul 
Burningham to suggest that material issues of fact exist, there is no question of fact that 
AGBM performed the work that it performed. Furthermore, the Affidavit of Paul 
Burningham is impeached by his deposition testimony wherein he agrees that AGBM 
performed the work that it alleges, he states that he had no personal knowledge of the 
contract or agreement entered into by Spectrum's project manager for the Property, Carl 
Hermansen, and that he left all negotiations and decisions regarding the hiring of AGBM 
to Mr. Hermansen and that he had no knowledge of what that agreement was. 
Consequently, because Burningham agrees that the work claimed performed by AGBM 
was performed and because Burningham acknowledges that he had no knowledge of the 
agreement between AGBM and Spectrum, his affidavit is impeached, and cannot be used 
or relied upon as a means of creating a material issue of fact. 
Consequently, the District Court's grant of summary judgment in the amount of 
$26,538.50 and award of attorney fees under the mechanics' lien statute is correct and 
should be affirmed. 
ARGUMENT 
Spectrum has not set forth any competent and genuine issues of material fact 
sufficient to defeat AGBM's summary judgment motion. There is clear case law that 
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holds that where deposition testimony has been provided and a subsequent affidavit by 
the same person is submitted that contradicts the prior deposition testimony of the affiant, 
the District Court must exclude the affidavit testimony and rely on the deposition 
testimony. In the instant case, Burningham's affidavit supporting Spectrum's Opposition 
Memorandum is clearly and decisively contradicted by his earlier deposition testimony, 
such that his affidavit is impeached and does not provide any f6undation to create a 
genuine material issue of fact. In fact, his deposition testimony supports the claims of 
AGBM, with the exception that Burningham had no knowledge of the terms of the 
agreement for the services and work performed by AGBM. 
Spectrum asserts that "this whole matter revolves around the insufficiencies and 
other problems with the sole Affidavit of Ron Nielsen" and alleges that the Affidavit of 
Ron Nielsen is not competent admissible evidence to satisfy A0BM's burden of proof of 
its breach of contract and mechanic's lien claims under the requirements of Rule 56 of 
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
The Affidavit of Ron Nielsen satisfies the requirements Of Rule 56 of the Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure and is competent admissible evidence! that supports and satisfies 
AGBM's burden of proof as required under its breach of contract and mechanics' lien 
claims. Furthermore, the competency and sufficiency of the Amended Affidavit of Ron 
Nielsen has not been attacked by Spectrum. Spectrum only alleges that the Amended 
Affidavit of Ron Nielsen was not timely filed. Such argument i^  disingenuous because 
the Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen was timely filed pursuant to Rule 7 of the Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure in response to Spectrum's filing of its jMotion to Strike the 
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Affidavit of Ron Nielsen more than three and a half months after it filed its Opposition 
Motion; two and a half months after AGBM filed its request to submit for decision; and 
barely two weeks before the scheduled oral arguments on AGBM's summary judgment 
motion. 
Third, conceding that an error may have occurred for the purposes of argument 
only, under the harmless error doctrine, the District Court correctly found that the 
Affidavit of Ron Nielsen was competent to satisfy the breach of contract and mechanics' 
lien requirements and set forth a reasonable and justifiable claim for payment for the 
services it performed on the 3448 West Snow Top Court, Park City, Utah Property 
(hereinafter, the "Property"). In that Ron Nielsen clearly set forth in his original 
Affidavit and clarified even more intimately in his Amended Affidavit his ownership, 
knowledge, and involvement with AGBM and his knowledge of the projects AGBM was 
working on, the pricing of those projects, and his knowledge that AGBM billed the work 
on the Property consistent with each of the other projects it worked on, with the exception 
that AGBM billed extra as agreed upon by Carl Hermansen, the project manager for the 
Property, for travel to Park City. Furthermore, Spectrum has not provided any evidence 
or pointed to any evidence to show that the allegations of Ron Nielsen are incorrect or 
even in dispute. And the competent evidence provided by Spectrum through 
Burningham's deposition testimony affirms the facts as set forth by AGBM as to the 
work performed by AGBM, with the exception that Burningham disputes the charges by 
AGBM for the work, for which discussions, he readily admits he was not privy to, had no 
- 1 3 -
knowledge, and provided any explanations for his change in testimony as set forth in his 
Affidavit. 
Finally, Spectrum is estopped from alleging any issues of competency against 
AGBM because it failed to address any issues of competency ih its Memorandum in 
Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment (hereinafter "Opposition Motion") and 
failed to timely file its Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen as required by Rule 
7(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
I. THERE ARE NO GENUINELY DISPUTED MATERIAL ISSUES OF 
GENUINE FACT THAT WOULD PRECLUDE SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT FROM BEING GRANTED 6 N THE CONTRACT 
CLAIMS AND MECHANICS' LIEN CLAIMS. 
Pursuant to Rule 56 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, a summary judgment 
motion is defeated only upon the showing by the nonmoving p^rty that a genuine material 
issue of fact exists which precludes summary judgment. In tt^ e instant matter, Spectrum 
has not presented any genuine issue of material fact which precluded the District Court's 
finding of summary judgment on the breach of contract and mechanics' lien issues in 
behalf of AGBM. 
A. The Affidavit of Paul Burningham does not pijesent a disputed material 
issue of faet because it is impeached by his Reposition testimony and 
does not create a material issue of fact sufficient to defeat AGBM's 
motion for summary judgment. 
This Court has held that, 
[Regarding summary judgment motions, the general ^ule is that when a 
party takes a clear position in a deposition that is not modified on cross-
examination he may not thereafter raise an issue of fact by his own affidavit 
which contradicts his deposition, unless he can provide an explanation of 
the discrepancy. 
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Traco Steel Erectors, Inc. v. Comtrol, Inc., 2007 UT App 407, \ 38. 
In Bumingham's June 30, 2008 deposition, he conclusively establishes that 
the project manager on the home, Carl Hermansen, had full authority to hire 
AGBM, performed all neogitations with AGBM, maintained sole contact with 
AGBM during the negotiation process, and ultimately hired AGBM. (Record 165) 
Further, Burningham stated that he never saw any copies of estimates or bids from 
AGBM prior to its commencing work on the property, was not involved in the 
hiring process, and did not know what Hermansen did or did not approve with 
regards to the hiring of AGBM. Burningham's own deposition testimony clearly 
establishes that he has no personal knowledge of the original agreement, 
negotiations, estimates, bids, or terms of the agreement. Bumingham also has no 
dispute that AGBM did the work that it claimed it performed. Burningham's only 
problem is with the price charged by AGBM, which he has no knowledge as to 
what was agreed upon by the parties. AGBM performed its work in reliance that it 
would be paid the amounts it normally charged with the addition for travel to Park 
City. Consequently, it was correct for the trial court to disregard Bumingham's 
affidavit and find that it did not create any material issues of fact. 
The Affidavit of Paul Bumingham directly contradicts his deposition 
testimony and fails to provide any explanation or reason for the contradiction. It is 
glaring that in his Affidavit, Paul Bumingham asserts that states that "Plaintiff 
billed for the wrong footage on the project for hundreds of square feet beyond the 
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amount agreed upon" while his deposition testimony set forth that the variance 
between his measurements and that of AGBM's invoice was only 63 square feet. 
(Record, 141). Burningham further stated that he "would i^ se their [AGBM's] 
number as an accurate number" and that AGBM's measurement "was a lot closer 
than a lot of times we [, Spectrum,] would measure." (Record at 179). 
Specifically, AGBM measured 1,807 square feet while Buifningham measured 
1,744 square feet. Id. This is a difference of only 63 square feet as opposed to 
"hundreds of square feet." 
Additionally, in his Affidavit, Burningham asserts thai] he has knowledge of the 
original agreement of the party and asserts that the work performed by AGBM and the 
amounts billed for the work that was performed was not pM of the original bid or 
agreement. (Record, P. 140-142). Burningham's deposition testimony, however, clearly 
asserts that he had no participation, no influence, and no knowledge of the agreement that 
his project manager, Carl Hermansen, to whom he gave full firing authority to, entered 
into with AGBM. (Record, P. 167-170, 152-160). He states injhis deposition that he did 
not see or ask for any estimates and that he had no understanding as to what the 
agreement or understanding was. Id. Burningham provides no explanation or reason for 
his change in testimony from his deposition to his affidavit, particularly provided that the 
deposition was taken on June 30, 2008 and the Affidavit ^as sworn to a mere four 
months later on October 20, 2008. (Record at 140-142). Burhingham does not provide 
any explanation for the large deviation in his two sworn testimonies. (Record at 140-
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142). Neither does Spectrum's Opposition Memorandum provide any explanation for the 
large deviation. (Record 110-129). 
Spectrum alleges that AGBM's faults with Burningham's affidavit are similar to 
their claims that Nielsen's original Affidavit lacks foundation (Spectrum never alleges or 
sets forth any argument that Nielsen's Amended Affidavit lacks foundation, Spectrum 
simply argues that it was filed untimely and should not be considered by the court, which 
statement was addressed above). There is a very distinct difference between AGBM's 
attack on Burningham's Affidavit and Spectrum's attack on Nielsen's affidavit. First, in 
his affidavit, Nielsen very precisely and conclusively ties his personal knowledge of the 
facts of this case to his role as the owner of AGBM. In his Amended Affidavit, he further 
solidifies the foundation for his knowledge and testimony of the facts of this case by 
setting forth his close involvement in all AGBM projects, his experience in working on 
high-end homes, and his intimate involvement with AGBM's pricing scheme. 
The important distinction between Burningham's role as an owner and Nielsen's 
role as an owner/manager of their respective companies is that Burningham does not 
identify his role in his affidavit and Burningham has specifically testified that he has no 
knowledge of the negotiations, agreement, and pricing entered into by his project 
manager Hermansen and AGBM. Burningham himself distanced himself from any 
knowledge concerning AGBM's work on the Property, with the exception of the 
measurements he took after he saw the invoice and after he independently and without 
any knowledge of the situation decided that the invoice was wrong. This is a marked 
distinction from Nielsen's affidavit in that Nielsen specifically identified his role, 
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identified that he had knowledge of the transactions, and that] he personally oversaw the 
pricing of his company's services. No where has Nielse^i specifically and clearly 
distanced himself from the transaction between AGBM and Spectrum. 
Finally, Burningham's testimony contains personal Opinions, conclusions, and 
speculations, that are not admissible into evidence in a summary judgment proceeding. 
See Utah R. Civ. P. 56(e); Brown v. Jorgensen, 2006 UT App 168, 136 P.3d 1252. 
An affidavit is deficient if it "reveal[s] no evidentiary f^cts, but merely 
reflects] affiant's unsubstantiated opinions and conclusions." freloggan v. 
Treloggan, 699 P.2d 747, 748 (Utah 1985). In his affidavit, Burningham does not 
show how he is familiar with what is normally charged by mas0ns. His own 
deposition testimony shows that he is not familiar with what thp general 
population of masons charge, because up until this job, Spectrum used mainly the 
same mason for approximately six years and that Spectrum pa}[s this mason a 
discounted rate for the work performed in return for providing the mason with 
steady work. 
Consequently, the District Court was correct in granting summary judgment and 
should be affirmed. 
II. THE DISTRICT COURT CORRECTLY DETERMINED THE 
AFFIDAVIT OF RON NIELSEN AND ATTACHED EXHIBITS TO THE 
AFFIDAVIT TO BE COMPETENT EVIDENCE UNDER RULE 56 OF 
THE UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE AND SATISFIED 
AGBM'S BURDEN OF PROOF IN ITS BREACH OF CONTRACT AND 
MECHANICS' LIEN CLAIMS THEREBY SHIFTING THE BURDEN 
TO SPECTRUM TO PRESENT ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT. 
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Spectrum correctly sets forth the burdens that must be satisfied by the moving and 
nonmoving parties in a summary judgment action. Specifically, in order to be entitled to a 
finding of summary judgment, the "summary judgment movant must show both that there 
is no material issue of fact and that the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." 
Orvis v. Johnson, 2008 UT 2, ^ 10, 177 P.3d 600, 603. "Where the moving party would 
bear the burden of proof at trial, the movant must establish each element of his claim in 
order to show that [it] is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Id. The movant, "must 
present evidence sufficient to establish" its claim, "and that no material issues of fact 
remain." It is clear that after a moving party satisfies its burden of proof, then "[t]he 
burden on summary judgment then shifts to the nonmoving party to identify contested 
material facts, or legal flaws in the application o f the claim. Id. 
In the instant case, AGBM has satisfied the elements of both its breach of contract 
claim and its mechanics' lien claims. In order or a party to succeed on a breach of 
contract claim, the party must prove the following elements: 
(1) a contract; 
(2) performance by the party seeking recovery; 
(3) breach of contract by the other party; and 
(4) damages. 
Eleopulos v. McFarland and Hullinger, LLC, 2006 UT App. 352, \ 10, 145 P.3d 
1157. In its summary judgment motion, AGBM set forth that a contract existed, that it 
performed the work required under the contract, that Spectrum had breached the contract 
by failing to pay AGBM for the work that AGBM performed at the insistence of 
Spectrum, and that AGBM was damaged in the amount of $26,538.50. AGBM presents 
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the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen and the attached documents as| evidence supporting each 
element of its claims. Specifically, the Invoice sets forth the amount of work performed 
by AGBM and the amount that AGBM billed. This document | is a business record and is 
independently admissible under the business record exception to Rule 803 of the Utah 
Rules of Evidence. Additionally, the mechanics' lien attached to Nielsen's affidavit 
conclusively supports the statements set forth in Nielsen's affidavit. The Mechanics'Lien 
is a sworn document by the recording agent of AGBM, Sets forth that work was 
performed on the property, sets forth the amount of work performed on the property, the 
amount due and owing for the work perform. It's filing and recording with the recorders 
office independently shows that AGBM performed the work claimed in Nielsen's 
Affidavit, that it was not compensated for the worked, and tljat Spectrum has breached 
the contract and specifically states the damages under the cohtract, or the amount that 
Spectrum owes AGBM for the work that AGBM performed. In opposing AGBM's 
motion, Spectrum did not dispute that a contract existed, that ApBM did the work, or that 
Spectrum had not paid AGBM for its services. Spectrum's only dispute is with the 
amount charged for the work performed by AGBM and alleges that such amounts were 
not within the original contract of the parties. Further, AGBM asserted that, with the 
exception of the extra charge for travel to Park City as agreed upon by the parties, it 
billed its normal billing rate and in the normal way it consistently bills for its work. 
Consequently, AGBM competently satisfied its burden of proof for its breach of contract 
claim and the burden shifted to Spectrum to show that a genuine issue of material fact, if 
any existed. 
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Next, AGBM satisfied its burden under the requirements of the mechanics' lien 
statute. Specifically, pursuant to UTAH CODE ANN. § 38-1-3, any subcontractor 
performing labor and furnishing materials to a premises "shall have a lien upon the 
property upon or concerning which they have" provided the materials and service for the 
value of the service and materials "whether at the instance of the owner or of any other 
person acting by his authority as agent, contract or otherwise." AGBM set forth and 
provided the supporting documents that it timely filed its lien that it performed work on 
the property, and that such work had been performed at the instance of Spectrum, the 
agent or authority for the property owner. Once again, Spectrum, did not dispute that 
AGBM performed work on the property, and even agreed via Burningham's Affidavit 
that Spectrum performed the work it claimed it performed, with the exception of 63 
square feet, but only disputes the amounts as invoiced by AGBM and asserted by Nielsen 
in his affidavit. 
Additionally, Spectrum disputes only the competency and sufficiency of the 
original Affidavit of Ron Nielsen. Spectrum does not dispute the competency and 
sufficiency of the Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen, which Amended Affidavit 
effectively rehabilitated any alleged discrepancies in the original Affidavit of Ron 
Nielsen. 
A. The Affidavit of Ron Nielsen is Competent Admissible Evidence Under 
Rule 56(e) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure that Provides the 
Necessary Evidence to Satisfy AGBM's Burden of Proof in its Breach of 
Contract and Mechanics9 Lien Claims. 
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Pursuant to Rule 56(e), an affidavit filed in support of a summary judgment 
motion "shall be made on personal knowledge, shall set foijth such facts as would be 
admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that ti(ie affiant is competent to 
testify to the matters stated therein." Utah R. Civ. P. 56(^). In Superior Receivable 
Services v. Pett, an affiant who "identified herself as the offic^ manager and custodian of 
records for the service provider" had sufficient knowledge th^t her affidavit was "made 
on personal knowledge and set forth such facts as would be | admissible in evidence in 
accordance with Rule 56(e)." 2008 UT App 225 ^8, 191 P.pd 31, 34 (Utah Ct. App. 
2008)(Internal citations omitted). 
The original Affidavit of Ron Nielsen satisfies the requirements of Rule 56(e) of 
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. In the original Affidavit pf Ron Nielsen, he clearly 
identifies himself as the owner of AGBM. As the owner of A j^rBM, Mr. Nielsen clearly 
had personal knowledge of AGBM's projects, price, and performance of its masonry 
work and can testify to those matters. Mr. Nielsen's affidavit is distinguished from 
Burningham's in that Mr. Nielsen has never testified and no evidence has been presented 
by Spectrum that Mr. Nielsen has distanced himself from or th^t he had no knowledge of 
the transaction and agreement between AGBM and Spectrum. Consequently, as the 
owner of AGBM, Nielsen is considered to have personal knowledge of the transactions of 
his business. 
The biggest disagreement that Spectrum has with ^GBM's claim, is that it 
suggests that AGBM overbilled for the work it performed. Again, Spectrum has 
presented no competent evidence concerning the agreement between the parties. 
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Nielsen's affidavit, however, clearly sets forth the fact that AGBM billed Spectrum 
according to its normal billing practices and rates, with the exception that it billed extra 
as agreed upon by the parties for travel to Park City during the winter months, which 
travel through Provo Canyon can be treacherous and time-consuming. Spectrum has no 
knowledge of AGBM's billing practices and rates and has provided no evidence that 
AGBM deviated from these billing practices and rates. Spectrum has also provided no 
evidence that AGBM's charge for the services it performs were different from any other 
mason, with the exception that Spectrum has used the same mason for many years and 
acknowledges that it pays that mason at a discounted price. Consequently, Spectrum has 
produced nothing to show that AGBM billed extra or differently and that AGBM should 
not be compensated for its work according to its invoice, with the exception of the 63 
square feet difference in measurements. 
Furthermore, for purposes of argument only, even if the original affidavit 
submitted by Mr. Nielsen was lacking, any missing foundation was rehabilitated by the 
submission of his Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen, which sets forth his intimate 
involvement with AGBM mason, its projects, its pricing, his vast experience in masonry 
work and high-end homes, and his knowledge of the industry standards and pricing 
modules. Furthermore, unlike Burningham's affidavit, there has been no evidence 
presented or available to impeach Nielsen's affidavit. 
Finally, the invoice and the mechanics' lien documents attached to Nielsen's 
affidavit and provided as proof of the work that was agreed to and performed by AGBM 
on the Property are independently admissible documents pursuant to Rule 803 of the 
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Utah Rules of Civil Procedure and can be considered by the | District Court as evidence 
showing the breach of contract and mechanics' lien claims as|serted by AGBM. Utah R. 
Evidence 803. Specifically, the mechanics' lien is a sworn Statement that supports the 
affidavit of Ron Nielsen and further establishes the competency of his affidavit. 
Consequently, because the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen is admissible evidence and is 
independently supported by the invoice and the mechanics' llien filed by AGBM, this 
Court should affirm the District Court's grant of Summary Judgment to AGBM on its 
breach of contract and mechanics' lien claims. 
B. For Argument Purposes Only, Even if Ron Nielsen's Original Affidavit 
was Deficient, it was Rehabilitated by his Amended Affidavit of Ron 
Nielsen, Which Amended Affidavit has not Been Attacked by Spectrum. 
Although Spectrum asserts that Ron Nielsen's original Affidavit is deficient, it has 
made no such claims against the Amended Affidavit of Ron >Jielsen. Rather, Spectrum 
has attempted to dislodge the potency of the Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen by 
alleging that it was untimely submitted. Spectrum, however, neglects to inform the court 
that the late submission of the Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen was a necessary and 
timely response to Spectrum's late filing of its Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Ron 
Nielsen (the first time that Spectrum made any arguments regarding the competency of 
the affidavit since they first submitted their Opposition Motion more than three months 
before) just two weeks before the oral arguments were to be hel<fi in this matter. 
As a result of the late filing by Spectrum, AGBM had ^very right to correct any 
alleged failing of the original affidavit by filing the Amended (Affidavit of Ron Nielsen 
and did so well within the required time frame for responding to motions pursuant to 
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Rule 7 and Rule 6 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Additionally, in order to provide 
Spectrum with sufficient time to review the Amended Affidavit and Opposition to 
Spectrum's Motion to Strike, counsel for AGBM faxed those documents to counsel for 
Spectrum to ensure that Spectrum had sufficient time to review and address its response 
and the Amended Affidavit. Specifically, Spectrum had at least two working days and a 
full weekend to review these documents before oral arguments. In filing its late Motion to 
Strike, Spectrum should have reasonably expected that a response and amended affidavit 
would be submitted close to the oral argument time and planned accordingly or requested 
a continuance of the oral arguments if it felt it was prejudiced. Any untimeliness of the 
Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen was solely a result of Spectrum's own actions. 
III. FOR PURPOSES OF ARGUMENT ONLY, EVEN IF THE DISTRICT 
COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT RON NIELSEN'S AFFIDAVIT 
WAS ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE, THE DISTRICT COURT'S 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT DECISION SHOULD BE AFFIRMED 
UNDER THE HARMLESS ERROR DOCTRINE. 
Under the harmless error doctrine, a district court's decision is properly affirmed 
when an error is harmless. In the interest of A.M. and CM., 2009 Utah App 118, f^ 21, 
208 P.3d 1058. "'[HJarmless error is an error that is sufficiently inconsequential that 
there is no reasonable likelihood that it affected the outcome of the proceedings.'" Id. 
{quoting H. U.F. v. W.P. W., 2009 UT 10, \ 44, 203 P.3d 943)(alteration in the original). 
Arguably, even if Nielsen's Affidavit did not provide sufficient foundation of 
personal knowledge, such alleged error was harmless. It is clear in the original Affidavit 
and in Nielsen's Amended Affidavit that Ron Nielsen was the owner of AGBM and was 
intimately involved with the affairs and projects of AGBM. Unlike Burningham's 
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deposition testimony which clearly states that he had no knowledge of the agreement 
between Spectrum and AGBM, Nielsen's fifteen year involvement with AGBM and 
personal oversight of the AGBM's pricing policies and ddcisions show that he had 
knowledge of the decisions and work performed on the variouls projects that AGBM was 
involved with. Further, there is no dispute that AGBM performed the work that it 
claimed it performed. There is no dispute that AGBM billed Spectrum consistent with its 
normal billing practices, with the exception that it billed extr^ for travel to Park City as 
agreed to by the parties. It is reasonable, that AGBM would nc)t have performed the work 
that it performed unless it was paid consistent with its normal billing and working 
practices. This is not the case where Spectrum and A(JJBM had an established 
relationship where Spectrum consistently gave AGBM work a^ id expected that the work 
be performed at a discounted rate as compensation for the fayor of providing consistent 
work. In fact, Burningham states in his deposition that he had no relationship with 
AGBM, and thus, this was the first time Burningham engaged AGBM. Consequently, 
the best evidence of AGBM's pricing and charging for work performed is the invoice 
submitted by AGBM, which invoice is independently admissible under the business 
document exception of the Utah Rules of Evidence, Rule 803. Additionally, AGBM filed 
its mechanics' lien, which as set forth above is a sworn document that independently 
admissible as a business record under Rule 803 of the Utah Rules of Evidence and 
verifies the statements made by Nielsen in his attesting to the amount of services that it 
performed on the Property and satisfies the burden of proof placed on AGBM to satisfy 
its contract and mechanics' lien claims. 
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This means, that ultimately, the Court would have found that AGBM performed 
the work that it claimed it performed, that it billed at its normal rate, and that the parties 
agreed to an increased compensation for travel to Park City. Consequently, if there was 
any error, it was harmless and that the District Court's grant of summary judgment on 
AGBM's breach of contract and mechanics' lien claims should be affirmed. 
IV. THE DISTRICT COURT'S GRANT OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON 
THE BREACH OF CONTRACT AND MECHANICS' LIEN CLAIMS 
SHOULD BE AFFIRMED BECAUSE SPECTRUM FAILED TO 
COMPLY WITH RULE 7 IN ITS RESPONSE TO AGBM'S SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT MOTION. 
A. Spectrum is Estopped From Asserting Any Admissibility Arguments 
Against the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen Because its Opposition 
Memorandum Failed to Even Address the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen and 
the Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen was Untimely Filed as 
Essentially an Attempt to Amend its Opposition Memorandum. 
First, it is important to emphasize that the District Court did not grant Spectrum's 
Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen and did not consider the arguments 
contained therein as sufficient to defeat the competency of Nielsen's Affidavit. Spectrum, 
however, is estopped from a grant of an appeal based on any competency and 
admissibility arguments of the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen because it failed to timely set 
forth these arguments under the requirements of Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
In its "Statement of the Issues", the only issue that Spectrum asserts that it is 
appealing is the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen as not complying with Rule 56 of the Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure. Spectrum, however, is estopped from alleging such assertion 
on appeal 
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Rule 56(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, [requires that in summary 
judgment proceedings, "[t]he motion, memoranda and affidavits shall be in accordance 
with Rule 7." Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure requires that "within 10 days 
after service of the Motion and Supporting Memorandum, a iparty opposing the Motion 
shall file a Memorandum in Opposition." Utah R. Civ. P. 7. 
Spectrum cannot show that it timely objected to the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen or 
timely made the competency and admissibility of his Affidavit an issue in the summary 
judgment context. Spectrum cannot show that it timely objected to the Affidavit of Ron 
Nielsen or filed a timely motion to strike. In the recent unpublished opinion, Victor 
Plastering, Inc. v. Citibank Federal Savings Bank, issued by thi|s court in April, 2009, this 
Court determined that a motion to strike filed a month aft0r the summary judgment 
movant's motion for summary judgment was untimely fil^d and was properly not 
considered as a defeat to the moving parties summary judgment motion, even if the 
arguments of competency and admissibility of the moving party's affidavits were 
substantiated. 2009 UT App 98 (not reported in P.3d, 2009 W^ 960403)(see Appendix). 
The appellant could not use the motion to strike to rehabilitate its failure to file an 
opposition motion to the memorandum and the arguments contained therein should have 
been brought prior to the submission of the request to submit ffor decision as set forth in 
Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Id. Similar to the instant case, the appellant 
in Victor alleged in its motion to strike affidavits that the affidavits submitted by the 
summary judgment movant were defective and should not h^ve been relied upon as 
competent evidence by the district court, including arguments | that the affidavits failed 
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due to "an alleged lack of foundation for each affiants' personal knowledge." Id. The 
appellant in Victor, then argued, similar to Spectrum in the instant case, that because the 
affidavits were incompetent and inadmissible, the movant had not satisfied its burden of 
proving the elements of its case. Id. The Court of appeals affimied the grant of summary 
judgment and the competency of the affidavits on the basis that Victor had failed to 
timely submit its arguments opposing the competency of the affidavits. 
Likewise, in the instant case, Spectrum untimely filed its Motion to Strike after 
failing to even mention Nielsen's Affidavit in the Opposition Motion that it filed more 
than three and a half months before filing its Motion to Strike. Spectrum, essentially 
attempted to use its Motion to Strike as an attempt to rehabilitate its very limited and bare 
Opposition Memorandum. Spectrum waited until just barely two weeks prior to the oral 
arguments in this matter to even contest Nielsen's affidavit. Although, in Victor, the 
decision of the court was issued the same day as the appellant's motion to strike was 
filed, the timing of such event is not important, the court emphasizes that the appellant 
waited a month before filing any response after the request to submit had been filed. Id. 
Although in this instance, the parties extended the times for filing their response 
motions, under Rule 7, any arguments regarding the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen and its 
sufficiency/admissibility should have properly been made part of the original Opposition 
Motion or submitted concurrently with the Opposition Motion. Instead, Spectrum waited 
until more than three and a half months after the original submission of Nielsen's 
affidavit; more than two and a half months after AGBM filed its request for submission; 
over a month after the court scheduled oral arguments in the case; and just barely ten 
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days before the oral arguments was scheduled before making any arguments regarding 
the competency of the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen. 
The Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen wa|s nothing more than a last 
minute attempt to rehabilitate its Opposition Motion, was untirhely filed under Rule 56(c) 
and Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, should hive been filed at the time 
Spectrum was required to file its Opposition Motion and the District Court should have 
found that Spectrum was estopped from relying on its arguments in opposing AGBM's 
summary judgment under Rule 7. Consequently, any and alf arguments regarding the 
Affidavit of Ron Nielsen were not properly brought before thel District Court, should not 
have been considered by the district court, and are improperly Considered on appeal. 
B. Summary Judgment was Properly Granted because Spectrum Failed 
to Strictly and Substantially Comply with Rule) 7(c)(3)(B). 
Additionally, the District Court should have granted A0BM's summary judgment 
motion because Spectrum failed to comply with Rule 7(c)(3)|(B) of the Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure. Under Rule 7(c)(3)(B) and consequently, Spectrum could not rely on its 
arguments as to the insufficiency of the Affidavit of Roi} Nielsen because of its 
procedural failings, 
additional facts in 
controverted, the 
A memorandum opposing a motion for summary judgirient shall contain a 
verbatim restatement of each of the moving party's facts that is 
controverted, and may contain a separate statement of 
dispute. For each of the moving party's facts that is 
opposing party shall provide an explanation of the grounds for any dispute, 
supported by citation to relevant materials, such as affidavits or discovery 
materials. For any additional facts set forth in the opposing memorandum, 
each fact shall be separately stated and numbered and supported by citation 
to supporting materials, such as affidavits or discovery materials. 
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Bluffdale City v. Smith, 2007 UT App. 25, 156 P.3d 175; See also Utah R. Civ. P. 
Rule 7(c)(3)(B). 
Spectrum's Opposition Memorandum is a mere three pages long, contains less 
than a page of argument, and fails to satisfy these requirements. Although Spectrum 
"den[ied]" paragraphs 4-7 of AGBM's undisputed facts, Spectrum failed to set forth 
those paragraphs in verbatim as required by Rule 7(c)(3)(B). Spectrum also failed to 
"provide an explanation of grounds for any dispute" as required under the rule (and as set 
forth above, did not even allege any lack of competency of evidence of AGBM in 
supporting their summary judgment claims). Instead, Spectrum merely asked the District 
Court to unote" paragraphs 2, 3, 4, and 5 of Bumingham's Affidavit without any 
additional discussion or opposition. Furthermore, as discussed more later, Bumingham's 
affidavit was impeached by being in direct opposition to his prior deposition testimony. 
In Bluffdale City v. Smith, the nonmoving party similarly attempted to rely on an 
attached affidavit as supplying sufficient grounds to oppose a summary judgment motion. 
This Court upheld the District Court's grant of summary judgment to the moving party 
because the nonmoving party failed to provide an appropriate explanation for their 
dispute in their memorandum as required by Rule 7(c)(3)(B), despite the information 
contained in the attached affidavit. 156 P.3d 175 (Utah Ct. App. 2007). This Court held 
that 
Defendants' opposing memorandum fails to substantially comply with rule 
7(c)(3)(B) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Rather, Defendants' 
opposing memorandum contains only a separate statement of additional 
facts and a list of facts deemed disputed without further explanation or 
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support. As a result, Defendants' opposing memorandum does not 
controvert each of Plaintiff s facts. 
Id. at 178. Similarly, in the instant matter, Spectrin failed to set forth any 
explanation for their objection to AGBM's facts in their actual) Opposition Memorandum. 
The substance of the Spectrum's Opposition Memorandum i$ a statement listing which 
facts it allegedly disputes, and a statement that Plaintiffs filled extra than originally 
agreed upon for their work, and a statement that there are genuine issues of material facts, 
without any expansion, and brief references to two cases. Th$re are no explanations for 
their arguments beyond these statements. There are no referehces to any problems in the 
competency of evidence provided by AGBM to support their cplaims. Because there is no 
or limited compliance with Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of CiVil Procedure, the District 
Court should have granted AGBM's Motion for Summary Judgment on that basis alone. 
CONCLUSION 
Pursuant to Rule 56 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, AGBM was correctly 
granted summary judgment on the basis that it conclusively satisfied its burden of proof 
for its breach of contract and mechanics' lien claims that it Asserted against Spectrum. 
The Affidavit of Ron Nielsen satisfied the requirements of R i^le 56 and was competent 
evidence. Even if the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen was somehoV deficient, the Amended 
Affidavit of Ron Nielsen satisfied and corrected any potential alleged deficiencies and 
conclusively supported a finding that AGBM had satisfied its burden of proof. Further, 
Spectrum has not been able to produce any material and genuihe issues of fact sufficient 
to preclude summary judgment finding against it. Finally, Spectrum is precluded from 
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asserting any competency arguments because it failed to timely present these arguments 
under Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
DATED and SIGNED this 9 ff^cJay of November, 2009. 
JEFFS & JEFFS, P.C. 
f^G^L^0^\^f ' /gs / -
Liisa A. Hancock 
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MEMORANDUM DECISION (Not For Official 
Publication) 
THORNE, Associate Presiding Judge: 
*1 Victor Plastering, Inc. (Victor) appeals from the 
district court's grant of summary judgment in favor of 
Citibank Federal Savings Bank and CitiMortgage, 
Inc.— (collectively, Citibank). The district court 
entered summary judgment pursuant to Utah Code 
section 38-1-11(3), see Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-11(3) 
(Supp.2008), concluding that Victor's mechanics' lien 
was void as against Citibank because Victor had failed 
to record a notice of lis pendens and Citibank had not 
received timely actual notice of the commencement of 
Victor's action. We affirm. 
FN1. CitilMortgage is the successor in inter-
Direct Mortgage Corporation, which 
inally named in Victor's amended 
est to 
was orig: 
complain^ 
Victor first argues that Citibank failed to assert an 
interest in the subject property and therefore lacked 
standing to contest Victor's mechanics' lien. General-
ly, standing issues present questions of law that we 
review for correctness. See Utah Chapter of the Sierra 
Club v. Utah Air Quality BcL, 2006 UT 74.1|H 13-15, 
considered and re 
Victor Plastering, 
148 P.3d 960. HoWever, we have already specifically 
ejected Victor's standing argument in 
Inc. v. Swanson Building Materials, 
Inc. (Victor I), 2008 UT App 474, 200 P.3d 657, an 
earlier appeal arising out of this same litigation. 
In Victor I, appellee Swanson's only interest in the 
subject property Was Swanson's own mechanics' lien, 
which had expired and was void as a matter of law. 
See id. H 2. Although Swanson did not allege an in-
terest in the property, we held that Swanson's inclu-
sion in the suit by Victor was sufficient to provide 
standing to raise substantive defenses to Victor's 
claim: 
[R]egardless of Swanson's litigation position, Victor's 
amended complaint alleges that Swanson does have 
"some claim of right, title, or interest to the [subject] 
property." Victor's claim against Swanson seeks to 
establish that Victor's lien is superior to Swanson's 
alleged interest and, at this point, also seeks attorney 
fees against Swanson. This is enough to give 
Swanson a personal stake in the outcome of the 
litigation such that Swanson has standing to defend 
itself against Viqtor's claim. 
Id. |^ 10 (second alteration in original). 
Here, Victor also alleges that Citibank has "some 
claim of right, title, or interest" in the property and 
seeks attorney fees| And, unlike the appellee in Victor 
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/, Citibank has claimed an interest in the property in 
both its answer and its summary judgment pleadings. 
Accordingly, Citibank has "a personal stake in the 
outcome of the litigation" and has standing to raise the 
substantive defenses available to it. See id. 
Second, Victor argues that the affidavits of Citibank 
officers Wayne Flynn and Jim Beech, filed in support 
of Citibank's motion for summary judgment, were 
defective. Victor alleges that the affidavits are con-
elusory and do not serve as competent evidence that 
Citibank lacked notice of Victor's action. Both affi-
davits state that u[n]either Affiant nor any other officer 
or agent of [Citibank] had actual knowledge of the 
existence of the above-captioned litigation prior to 
[June 2006]." Victor raises various complaints about 
the competency of these affidavits, including an al-
leged lack of foundation for each affiant's personal 
knowledge and an assertion that the affidavits' dis-
claimers of actual knowledge represent legal conclu-
sions rather than statements of known fact. 
*2 Victor waived any objection to the competency of 
the affidavits when it failed to oppose Citibank's mo-
tion for summary judgment or file a timely motion to 
strike the affidavits. Citibank's summary judgment 
memorandum contained a statement of undisputed 
facts in compliance with the requirements of rule 
7(c)(3)(A) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, see 
Utah R. Civ. P. 7(c)(3)(A). The statement of undis-
puted facts asserted, inter alia, that "[a]t no time prior 
to June 6, 2006, did Citibank ... have actual knowledge 
of the lawsuit pending in this matter." And, Victor 
failed to file an opposition memorandum controvert-
ing Citibank's undisputed facts as required by rule 
7(c)(3)(B). See id. R. 7(c)(3)(B). Accordingly, Citi-
bank's undisputed facts, including its lack of notice, 
were deemed admitted by operation of rule. See id. R. 
7(c)(3)(A) ("Each fact set forth in the moving party's 
memorandum is deemed admitted for the purpose of 
summary judgment unless controverted by the res-
ponding party."). 
Further, on a motion for summary judgment, if the 
opposing party fails to move to strike the defective 
affidavits, the party "is deemed to have waived [its] 
opposition to whatever evidentiary defects may exist." 
Franklin Fin, v. New Empire Dew Co., 659 P.2d 1040, 
1044 (Utah 1983). In the instant case, Victor filed a 
motion to strike the affidavits, but that motion was not 
© 2009 Thomson Reuters. No 
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timely. Citibank filed its motion for summary judg-
ment on November 17, 2006, and a notice to submit 
for decision on December 13, 2006. Victor's motion to 
strike Citibank's affidavits was not filed until January 
16, 2007, the same day the district court issued its 
memorandum decision granting summary judgment 
and long after Citibank's statement of undisputed facts 
had been deemed admitted due to Victor's failure to 
controvert it. Under these circumstances, we will not 
disturb the district court's summary judgment ruling 
because of the alleged evidentiary defects asserted by 
Victor. Cf. Utah R. Evid. 103(a)(1) (requiring "a 
timely objection or motion to strike" before error may 
be predicated upon a trial court's admission of evi-
dence). 
Finally, Victor argues that Citibank failed to meet its 
burden of production for summary judgment. Victor's 
position in this regard relies on its arguments that 
Citibank lacks standing to challenge Victor's lien and 
that Citibank's summary judgment affidavits are de-
fective. Having previously rejected both of these ar-
guments, we also reject Victor's argument that Citi-
bank failed to meet its burden of production. Cf Victor 
I 2008 UT App 474, 11 12, 200 P.3d 657 (rejecting 
Victor's argument that appellee had failed to meet 
burden of production due to lack of standing). Here, 
Citibank had standing to raise the lis pendens defense 
provided by Utah Code section 38-1-11(3), and Citi-
bank's unopposed motion for summary judgment was 
supported by affidavits that, on their face, established 
Citibank's lack of actual notice. Accordingly, Citibank 
met its burden of production, and the district court 
appropriately entered summary judgment in Citibank's 
favor. 
*3 For the reasons expressed herein, and more fully in 
Victor I, we affirm the district court's entry of sum-
mary judgment in favor of Citibank and remand this 
matter for a determination and award of Citibank's 
reasonable attorney fees incurred on appeal. See gen-
erally Valcarce v. Fitzgerald, 961 P.2d 305, 319 (Utah 
1998) ("[W]hen a party who received attorney fees 
below prevails on appeal, the party is also entitled to 
fees reasonably incurred on appeal." (internal quota-
tion marks omitted)). 
WE CONCUR: JAMES Z. DAVIS, Judge and CA-
ROLYN B. McHUGH, Judge. 
UtahApp.,2009. 
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A Good Brick Mason, Inc. 
Ron Nielsen 
904 Sooth Main 
Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062 
BILL TO 
Spectrum Homes 
Invoice 
INVOICE NO. 
TERMS 
DESCRIPTION 
Labor on Manufactured Stone 
Lathing 
Pillars 
Large Free Standing Arch 
Small Free Standing Arch 
Extra Labor on Ceiling 
Materials-ABC 1 Step 
Credit Labor for Grout 
SUBTOTAL 
DUE DATE 
1/9/2007 
QTY 
Phone* 
801-796^0846 
Fax# 
801-796-1172 
E-mail 
roju@agoodbridonasorjucom 
1,807 
801 
13 
5 
7 
ISO 
20 
-1 
o" 
JOB START 
1/9/2007 
RATE 
940 
2.00 
200.00 
500.00 
200.00 
4.00 
31.00 
70,00 
PROJECT 
#1955 Deercrcst own.. 
Tbtal 
Web Site 
AMOUNT 
www.agoodbrickinason.com 
17,166.50 
1,602.00 
2,600.00 
2,500.00 
1,400.00 
720.00 
620.00 
-70.00 
26,538.50 
$26,538.50 
11 
When Recorded FtetumToi 
AGtfddtetfcfrW&stffl 
Ron Ntefc*en 
904 S o i ^ Main 
ffle^sant^rove, Uteh 84062 
(8D1) 796-0B46 
tfOTfCfc" OF CLAIM OF LIEN 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GtVEN by A GOOD BRICK MASON, (Claimant) by the underagned-, acfing as IPs 
authorized cecotdiRg agent SaW agent hereby gives notice of the intention of said claimant to hold and claim a 
mechanics, lien w<* right of claim against bond, by virtue and in accordance witti tfte^ provisions of SestieRS-38-
1-3 et seq., awi 14-2-4 e t seq. Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended. Thatibe property and improvements 
thereon am owned or reputed to be owned by PALMO RANCHO; LLC c/o RfcleSomen^ Said property or 
improvenaente am tested at 3448 West SnoWtop Court, Parte G%, Wasateh Coufrty, Utah, 
Legal Description: 
All of Lot 134, Snowtop Subdivision at Deer Crest, according to the official plat of ^ Vasatch County, Utah. 
Parcel No. GQ-0G1fr£723 
A GOOD BraCK MASON furofebed-sendees, materials,, labor and/or eqtfipmentj (stone (masonry) work) at the 
request of SPECTRUM BUILDERS* 3090 East 3300 South, Salt Lake City, U a^h 84109, The materials w e 
provided in Deeiembef o£20Q& and last-pfOvidecLin January 9, 2007. After, ccaria^ and offeete, A GOOD BRICK 
MASON is currently believed to be owed Twenty-six Thousand Five Hundred ancf Thirty^'ght doftefrafxi Ftfty 
cents {$26,538.50), together with interest, cost of $300.00 for Ben fees, and any attorney fees, if applicable, all 
for which the claimant holds and claims this lien. 
An "Owner" may be protected against Bens being maintained*against a residence and from other civil action 
being maintained to recover monies owed for "qualified services" performed I or provided by suppliers and 
subcontractors as a part of this contract, if and only rf the following conditions are satisfied: (1)The owner 
entered into a written contract with either ja real estate developer or an original contractor. (2)The original 
contractor was property -licensed or exempt from licensure under Title 58, Cfhapter 56t Utah Construction 
Trades- Ucensing Act; and (3) The owner paid in full the original contractor ot real estate developer or their 
successors or assigns in accordance with t ie written contract and any written or oral amendments to the 
contract. 
AKCdOMPANYLLC 
frding agentfor claimant 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF B'AVf LAKE ). 
Kelly Cassell 
/AA4/M -
On March 23, 2007, personally appeared before me Kelly Cassell, as a jmember of A K C COMPANY, 
LLCT the Company that executed the above and foregoing Instrument as recording agent for the claimant, sn6 
that said instrument was signed in behalf of said Company. 
IN WITNESS HEREOF, I have herein set my hand and affixed my seal 
NOTARff PUBLIC, residing in 
Salt Lakb County. Utah 
A K C COMPANY, LLC, 1229 East Charlton Avenue, Salt Lake City, U$h 84106 
(801)4854264. 
